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KLIPSCH AUDIO ENTERS NEW PRODUCT CATEGORIES WITH  
HERITAGE SERIES  

 
SHANGHAI, China (June 7, 2017) — Klipsch®, a tech-driven audio company, 
continues its 70th anniversary celebration at CES Asia 2017 by debuting premium 
speaker solutions that combine its legendary Heritage series design and acoustics in 
innovative form factors at CES Asia in Shanghai, China. These new products address 
the new ways people access, control and connect to content throughout their living 
spaces or on the go. 
 
The Heritage Wireless series of powered audio systems blend award-winning Klipsch 
acoustics, retro mid-century modern design, luxury materials, and latest technologies 
available today. “We have combined the finest luxury materials, such as real wood 
veneer, genuine hand-stitched leather, and spun copper switches with the legendary 
high-performance acoustics and classic design legacy of founder Paul W. Klipsch to 
deliver superior tactile, visual, and listening experiences,” said Steve Jain, VP and 
general manager of digital, streaming and portable audio solutions at Klipsch Group, 
Inc.  
 
Klipsch and Capitol Records, one of the world’s preeminent record companies, have 
joined forces to celebrate more than seven decades of bringing sound to life. Together, 
they will expand the Heritage Wireless series by introducing co-branded, special edition 
models of The Capitol One semi portable tabletop stereo system, The Capitol Three 
tabletop stereo system, and The Capitol Heresy speakers that feature custom designed 
grilles and anniversary logos.   
 
Back by popular demand, the redesigned Klipsch Forte III is the most affordable full-
range speaker in the iconic Heritage series. The Forte III is handcrafted in Hope, AR 
and features an elegant design, updated cosmetics, and the latest advancements in 
acoustic engineering, while maintaining the original charisma that made it so popular in 
the past.   
 
The Klipsch RF-7 is known for its powerful acoustic performance and furniture-grade 
wood veneer cabinet that is handcrafted in the USA. Klipsch is reintroducing an 
enhanced RF-7 III with new aesthetics, styling, and acoustics that deliver detailed and 
smooth sound.  
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Klipsch Heritage Headphones embody the craft-built qualities and acoustics of premium 
loudspeakers in an artisan package. Choice woods and machined copper accents, 
along with supple leather details provide an elevated experience for discerning 
audiophiles. Fitted with biocellulose drivers, each construct uses free-edge diaphragms 
like a true hi-fi speaker driver. They deliver detail and clarity at both ends of the sound  
spectrum, and provide an exception tactile experience. 
 
To learn more about the new products Klipsch is debuting at CES Asia, visit Klipsch in 
Hall N1, Booth 1232 or Klipsch.com/CES.   
 

### 

About Klipsch Audio 

In 1946 Paul W. Klipsch, inventor, acoustics pioneer and maverick, founded Klipsch 
Audio with the sole purpose of bringing the power, detail and emotion of the live music 
experience into his living room. Through the use of highly efficient speaker designs, 
handcrafted cabinetry and a thirst for real engineering breakthroughs – Klipsch, the 
great American loudspeaker company, was born in Hope, AR. Today, our diverse range 
of quality audio products includes speakers and headphones for almost any consumer 
and professional application – including cinema, whole-house, wireless, home theater 
and portable offerings. Honoring our founder’s legacy, Klipsch continues to 
be the legendary high-performance brand of choice for audiophiles and aficionados 
around the world. We are the Keepers of the Sound®. Klipsch Group, Inc. is a VOXX 
International Company (NASDAQ: VOXX). 
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